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AMERICAN JEWISH ATTITUDES ON ISRAEL:
Consensus and Dissent
What do American. Jews really think about Israel•s foreign policy?
At the least that has always been a titillating question, something
like gossiping about how one member of a tightly-knit family really feels
about another. But there are at least three sets of more serious considerations
attached to the question.
There are considerations for the internal life of the American Jewish
community: Is the leadership establishment of the American Jewish community
trying to stifle democracy and dissent 1-lithin the Alilerican Je\.-Jish cor.;munity
on the subject of Israel •s foreign policy? If they are succeeding, what
does that say about the nature of the organized Jewish community? Does
the Jewish establishment really represent the Je\1ish population on
these matters?
11
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There are considerations for the relationship between Israel and the
American Jewish community: By what right--or, alternately, by what obligation--does the American Jewish community express its thoughts about Israel •s
foreign policy? To what extent should the Israeli government be influenced
by the thoug~ts of the American Jewish community? To what extent should
the American Jewish community be bound by the foreign policy of the
Israeli government?
The third set of considerations has to do with the effect of American
Jewish thought on American foreign policy: Do American Jewish differences
corrode or fatally imperil American support of Israel? Under what conditions
is criticism of Israeli foreign policy compatible with fundalilental support
of Israel? Is a conflict of .. loyalties .. involved?
On Israel, there are some areas of prevailing consensus among American
Jews; and there are some substantial disagreements. And then there is the
dramatized matter of dissent, real or imagined, from the consensus, real or
imagined. The subject of that dissent, revolving around criticism of
Israeli foreign policy, is initially the most revealing and provoc.ative
window onto American Jewish opinion.

THE NATURE OF DISSENT: A Classification

2.

There have been a number of different strands in American Jewish
criticism of Israelis foreign policy, moving from the more comprehensive
and ideological to the more specific and pragmatic:

Anti-nationalism:
a) Religious: A relatively small number of Orthodox Jews has always
opposed the very existence of Israel as a political state, which they see
corrupting the religious nature of Judaism. No group has been more openly
and vigorously expressive against Zionism and the State of Israel--but they
have not been a factor in the American Jewish controversy about dissent
partly because their religious premises.are beyond debate; and partly because
they do not usually deal with the kinds of Israeli foreign policy issues
which have an impact in America.
1.
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b) Integrationist: .There have always been some Jewish tendencies to
reject the kind of Jewish nationalism which stressed the political centrality
of Israel. Before the establishment of Israel there was, of course, the
spiritual Zionism of Ahad Haam, and the historical analysis of a Simon
Dubnow. More stringently, there were the pressures of European nationalism.
In 1791, at the davm of that era, a French Jew, Isaac Berr, emphasized how
absolutely necessary it is for us to divest ourselves entirely of'that narrow
spirit of corporation and congregation in all civil and political matters
not immediately connected with our spiritua: laws. In these things, v1e must
absolutely appear simply as individuals, as Frenchmen, guided only by a
true patriotism ...
11

11

Isaac Berr was merely following the strictures of the new European
liberalism, which freed the Jews, but was highly ethnic in its nationalism.
The great revolutionary champion of Jewish liberty in France, Clermont
Tonnere, said:
TO the JevJ as an individual, everything; to the Jew as
a nation, nothing ... In France there can be only Frenchmen.
It did not
work, of course. The Jews have a corporate,. historically separate nature
which is essential to their Jewish existence, and which was immiscible
with European ethnic nationalism. Herzl saw the dramatic failure of the
Tonnere/Berr approach at the Dreyfus trial, which he covered as a journalist;
and this insight spurred his political Zionism.
11
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The United States, the first new nation, v:as not ethnic in its
nationalism. It was, in that sense, qualitatively different from the
European experience, and the President of the American Zionists could
say at their annual convention in 1921 in Cleveland:
NO political ties
bind together the Jews of the v:orl d ...
By and 1a rge, American Jevwy embraced the factual creation of political Israel, at least as the necessary
fruit of the European Jewish experience. But a relatively small number of
American Jews were openly, and vigorously, expressive against Zionism and
the State of Israel on secular grounds: basically, out of a concern that
the political status of Jews in the diaspora would be imperilled.
11

11
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This tendency was organizationally gathered i~ the American Council
for Judaism, created in 1943. Fo0 over two decades, the American Council
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for Judaism was the main political dissent among American Jews with respect
to Israeli foreign policy and American support of Israel. It did not just
hold public meetings and publish ads attacking the concept of political
Zionism, but submitted specific memoranda to public officials criticizing
Israel.· In at least one case, the American Council for Judaism urged the
American government to withhold aid to Israel.
The National Community Relations Council formally denounced the American
Council for Judaism in 1950, asserting that the Council 1 s public a.ctivity
was harming Israel S cause in America and misrepresenting American Jewish
opinion. The Council for Judaism constantly complained that it was being
villified and even suppressed by the Jewish ~stablishment. As American
support became more visibly critical for Israel S security, after the
Suez crisis, and especially after the war of 1967, the Council for Judaism
declined, and departed organizational life.
1

1

c. Socialist Radicalism: The fundamental spirit of traditional socialism-a strong predilection among Jews in the 19th and early 20th centuries--was
always anti-nationalistic. Jewish socialists in Europe were not political
Zionists. Those with strong Jewish identity, and recognizing the nature
of European xenophobia, formed the Jewish Bund, which called for cultural
autonomy in their own countries. That tradition did not flourish in America,
which the emigre Ber Borochov called a nationally indifferent state.
11

11

Other Jews joined the mainstream of socialist thought whose impulse
called for an ideological version of the Tonnere/Berr ethnically-integrationist formula: for the social good, the Jews should disappear as a corporate
body. Most socialist traditions did not care for such barriers between
people; or for such independent groups intervening between the individual
and the beneficent state. So, the Leninists at once outlawed anti-Semitism
and moved t~ dismantle the Jewish community. This sentiment must be seen
as one of the strands in some of the American Jewish dissent on Israel,
that strand which does not necessarily reject Israel, but rejects Israel
as a Jewish state, and opts for a democratic, secular state.
11

11
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2. Third-Worldism: As a practical matter, however, pure socialist
anti-nationalism has become imbedded in a larger modern day radical strategy.
In that strategy, the victory of social justice and socialism, of wha.tever
variety, depends directly upon the destruction of American and western
imperialism/capitalism. The Soviet Union is not that kind of enemy, but.
its performance has been disappointing--as later was China s--so the hope
as well as the needs of the future lie in the so-called third-world
countries of Africa, Latin America, parts of Asia and the Middle East.
11
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The ca~se of the Palestinian Arabs has become a high symbol of this
struggle against Western oppression --partly because the United States
is so involved in the Middle East; partly because of the ideological level
of Palestinian Arab nationalism; and partly because the Palestinian Arabs
have become so pervasive in radical circles around the world. The call
for Palestinian Arab Self-determination is, of course, a nationalistic
call, but it is seen by the most ideological as a compatible stage in the
overthrow of western oppression. Israel, on the other hand, is seen as a
Colonial settler nation, and the handmaiden of American and western
imperialism. Not just the Jewish state, but Israel in any form is rejected-11
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and with it, the Jewish community.
3. Pacifism:
The only ideological pacifists, of course, are_ those who,
on philosophical and religious grounds, would refuse to go to war against
anyone for any cause, engage in terrorism for any cause, or strike anyone
in anger. That has not been a notable Jewish tradition. Political opposition
to a given war is not pacifism, although it has often been advertised as
such. A more legitimate use of the term, beyond pristine ideology, describes
a relative orientation towards finding peaceful rather than jingoistic solutions
in international relations._ It is a matter of emphasis.
That relative orientation towards peaceful solutions has been a
Jewish tradition. Peaceful solution is a JevJish religious-value. And
historically, for obvious reasons, the Jewish perspective has tended towards
internationalist negotiation rather than nationalist confrontation. That
perspective has not been the same as ideolrigical pacifism, witness the
active Jewish interest in America's becoming involved in the war against
Hitler. Before that, however, and since then, the American Jews have
tended to be disproportionately active in the "anti-\'iar movement," and its
attitudinal periphery. For example, a study of post-war Congressional
voting showed that Jewish members of Congress and members of Congress from
heavily Jewish districts, were dramatically and consistently less likely
to vote for defense expenditures than the rest of Congress--or even than
other Northern Democratic members of Congress. The startling distance between those members and the rest of Congress diminished pointedly at the
time of the 1967 Middle East war, but-thereafter still remained distinct.
Much of the debate and diss~nt about Israeli foreign policy has been
colored by pacifist terminology. Just as there is a "peace movement" in
Israel, there are American Jev1s v1ho talk about being "peace" oriented with
respect to Israel's foreign policy--as opposed to those who are bellicose.
Rarely is that a matter of ideological pacifisr;1. In some cases, that "peace"
declaration masks a political ideology: anti-nationalism of some kind, or
Third-\lorldism. In many cases, "dovishness" simply reflects the belief
that the Israeli government has not gone as far as it might in seeking
compromise, reconciliation and peaceful solutions--but that belief is
finally as much a product of pragmatic and situational considerations as
of ideology.
4. Ideological Nationalism: In their various ways, the strains of socialist
radical anti-nationalism, Third-vJorldisr.J, and even pacifism are "minimalist,"
\'lith respect for their territorial ambitions for Israel; "dovish" \'lith
respect to their belief that Israel has been deficient in its peace-seeking;
and "left-vJing" in their general orientation. Religious and "integrationist"
anti-nationalism cannot easily be categorized in those terms, one way or
another--and with the demise of the Council of Judaism--these two strains
are not seriously involved in questions of-American Jewish dissent on
Israeli foreign policy.
Hov;ever, there are tendencies considered "maximalist," "hawkish" and
"right-wing," vJhich have been currently involved in criticism of Israeli
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foreign policy. They have been institutionalized mainly in the Land of
Israel movement. in Gush Emunim and in Tehiya--and have originated in
Israel and not in the United States.
The criticism of Israel by these tendencies has not been restricted
to Israeli foreign policy--any more than has the criticism by the
"rninimalist tendencies. The latter are, predictably, critical of Israeli
domestic policy with respect to such matters as discrimination against
Oriental Jews and Arabs, and the state of civil liberties in general. The
maximalist groups are centrally critical of the spiritual nature of Israel.
However, both tendencies are now most deeply involved in questions touchin9
on Israel's foreign p'olicy.
11

In the case of the maximalist groups, this involvement stems originally
from a religious concept relating to the Land. Its origins can be found in
the National Religious Party and the Rav Kook Center for Torah Study in
Israel. The core belief is that there is a spiritual connection between
the Jews and the land of Israel--which Land, some believe, extends not only
through the West Bank, but further. That Land belongs, by absolute religious
right, to the Jews, and to no one else. All other residents are interlopers,
and there by tolerance only.
Joining this religious impulse has been a non-religious (and nonsocialist) Zionist impulse which says that the same extended Land belongs,
by absolute historical right, to the Jews and to no one else. The secular
ideological nationalism is now a substantial part of Gush Emunim. In any
case, the maximalist movements have been severely critical of Israeli foreign
policy for being willing to concede land, negotiating over the Land, for
opposing unlimited Jewish settlement in the Land, and for generally being
too dovish a~d minimalist. There have been reflections of this movement
in America. (Seep. 13 below.)
5. Pragmatism: The fundament of pragmatic criticism of Israeli foreign
policy is that, as a primary consideration, Israel, as a Jewish state,
must be secure.

a) The "West Bank": Poised between the ideological and the pragmatic
is the single question which is most often featured as the apparent crux
of debate and dis5ent on Israeli foreign policy: the ultimate disposition
of Judea and Samaria, the West Bank of the Jordan River.
The Arabs who lived in the area roughly covered by the original British
mandate, which followed upon the heels of Turkish control after Wdrld War I,
began at some point to define themselves as Palestinian Arabs. Many had
been concentrated on the East Bank of the Jordan River, designated by the
British as Trans-Jordan and subsequently the nation of Jordan under Hashemite
control. Their process of self-definition began sporadically as a cultural
definition and later--chiefly after the 1967 war, in their diaspora--was
transformed into a political definition. When the U.N. proposed its
division of the remaining British mandate after World Wa~ II, it proposed
that Judea and Samaria, the ··~Jest Bank, .. roughly speaking, being mostly
Arab in population~ would become a Palestinian Arab state. Against some

,:
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Jewish opposition, but out of overwhelming pragmatic considerations, the
leaders of nascent Israel accepted this division. The Arab nations
opposed the solution and went to war. That war ended with Jordan in
possession of the "West Bank," but v1ith an armistice that did not designate
the ultimate disposition of that area. The 1967 war ended with Israel in
possession of that area, but with an armistice that again did not formally
designate the ultimate disposition of that area.
The maximalist strand of Jewish sentiment declares that Judea and
Samaria must become a permanent part of the political nation of Israel-because that area is mor-e central to Israel S historical and religious past
than is the east coast of Israel. The minimalist strands, of course, reject
that concept--and the pragmatic strands of Jewish sentiment hold that such
historical and religious considerations. are subordinate in any case to
security considerations. Pragmatic opponents of the maximalist tendencies
point out the difficulties connected 1vith the ~~est Bank S containing over
a million Arabs, with a higher birth-rate than that of Jews. If these
Arabs were to be incorporated into Israel, the argument goes, it would mean
the end of the Jewish state on demographic and political grounds; or the
necessity of the kind of political oppression which would be untenable
for a Jewish state.
1

1

On another level, there is commonly offered the pragmatic consideration
that the "Palestinian Question" must be solved before Israel can ~have peace,
and relieve itself of its crushing defense burden; therefore, territorial
concessions are in order for Israel S sake.
1

The debate about Jewish settlements in the West Bank mirrors discussions
about the ultimate disposition of that area. Having an ideological nub-not only with respect to maximalist tendencies, but with respect to the right
of Jews to live permanently in that area, even under Arab control--the strategic
and pragmatic questions intersect: at what point are the settlements
necessary, and at \tJhat point deleterious to Israeli security?
Pragmatic considerations are, of course, not limited to the dramatic
matter of the "vJest Bank." The American Jev1ish debate and dissent about
Israeli foreign policy, at any given point, has also revolved around whether,
in oeneral, that policy has been too flexible--or too conciliatory--with
respect to Israe1 s security.
-1

Israel S Image: In addition to whether Israel S foreign policy has
been substantively good or bad for Israel S security, there has been
auxiliary debate and dissent about whether that policy has unnecessarily
degraded Israel s image as peace-maker, in the world and especially in the
United States. This is part and parcel of the strategic discussion about
Israel S security, the assumption being, with some reason, that the support
of the United States is essential for Israel S survival. However, the
·"image" question is primarily a matter of assessing the nature of American
public and governmental opinion.
1

1
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THE ORGANIZED DISSENTERS
Thus, the classification of American Jewish dissent on Israeli foreign
policy includes ideological anti-nationalism of several traditions; ideological Third-Worldism; pacifist inclinations; ideological nationalism and
pragmatic questions relating to Israel 1 s security.
It will be developed later that the overwhelming body of American
Jewish opinion about Israeli foreign policy is non-ideological, one way
or another, and is shaped by pragmatic considerations attached to the security
of Israel, which most Jews find consistent with their pacific impulses.
Within t~ose considerations there is disagreement among American Jews and
dissent from Israeli foreign policy. But the overwhelming body of Jews
has not formed any special new organizations in order to express those
attitudes and that dissent.
0

That being the case, there may sometimes seem to be too much attention
to those smaller numbers of Jews who have formed special new groups in order
to express their dissent. And, perhaps-ln this case, too much attention
has just been paid to classifying ideological categories of dissent, when
so few Jews have been caught up in those ideologies.
However, while it would be a mistake to identify American Jewish
dissent on Israeli foreign policy with the special Jewish groups organized
for that dissent, those groups have nevertheless precipitated the debate
about dissent within the American Jewish community .
.

'

Furthermore, in order to put into perspective the matter of American
Jewish opinion on Israel, it is necessary to understand that a few
organized minimalist groups have caused vibrations in the Jewish community
far beyond their numbers because they symbolize certain apparent tendencies
among Jewish youth which are threatening to many Jews, beyond the question
of Israeli foreign policy.
It is significant, of course, that these special vibration-causing
Jewish groups have been dovish in character--that is, they have been
critical of Israeli foreign policy for being too inflexible and bellicose.
But they also began to spring up in the wake of an apparent tendency among
Jewish campus youth to attack the very nature of Jewish identity.
11

11

This tendency was part of the radical and anti-war agitation of the
American campus beginning in the mid-1960s. Jewish students were a highly
visible and disproportionate part of this .campus agitation. Jewish
students always had been visible and disproportionate in such radical
incarnations on campus, for sociological reasons which do not need
repetition. But in this case, especially after the 1967 war, and the
rise and enshrinement of the Palestinian Arab cause, Israel became part
of the standard ideological picture. So, necessarily, did a larger question
of Jewish identity.

8.

In the heated atmosphere of the time, a number of young Jews sounded
the tocsin. David Horowitz, the editor of a slick left-wing magazine,
Ramparts, wrote a widely-publicized article criticizing Israeli foreign
policy, but beyond that, linking the common sin of Israel and of American
Jewry as "ethnicization."
He referred to "the betrayal of Judaic teachings implied by Jewish
nationalism." Indeed, he vJas attackina the idea of Israel as a Je1vish
state--from the platform of a JevJ identifying with the Jev1ish religion.
Thus he complained that "for the lionized majority ... Jewish identity increasingly is no longer a spiritual but primarily an ethnic identification ... ''
This note, of course, touches not just on the nature of Israel, but on the
nature of the Jewish community anywhere. It harks back to the Tonnere/Berr
thesis, which foreshadowed the destruction of the Jew in Europe and in
the Soviet Union. Horowitz wanted to save the religious nature of Judaism,
but he equated that religious nature 1vith a "prophetic tradition" which
coincided with his political beliefs. He approvingly quoted Isaac
Deutscher's Old Left definition of a JevJ: "Religion? I am an atheist.
Jewish nationalism? I am an internationalist. In neither sense am I,
therefore, a Je\v. I am, however, a Jew by force of my unconditional
solidarity \vith the persecuted and the oppressed."
That minimalist--and ultimately hostile--definition of Jev1fsh identity
has been repeated often in the past by one or another radical antinationalist Jew or Jewish group. But never before did it have such
practical consequences. Organizations were now created around the subject
of American policy in the Middle East, organizations which were not
explicitly Jewish but featu0ed many young Jewish leaders. They used the
standard anti-nationalist line, implicating Jews in general as well as
Israel. David fkReynolds, of the Committee for NevJ Alternatives in the
Middle East (CONAME), whose organizers and officers included many Jews,
said: "The best aspect of Jevv'ish culture is its tradition of justice and
compassion ... the worst aspect of Jewish culture is the commitment to
Zionism--a blind nationalism."
There was a conjunction of tendencies in these early expressions. There
was radical anti-nationalism; but this anti-nationalism centered on Israel,
and took up the cause of Palestinian Arab nationalism. This was a
reflection of Third World ideology, which embraced the Palestinian Arab
cause, as a symbol of liberation from American imperialism, and which
attacked Israel as a handmaiden of America.

Breira
When campus youth were sharply radicalized, in the later 1960s,
Jewish campus youth were somewhat more radicalized than anybody else. About
one of every ten Jewish college freshmen classified themselves as "leftwing'' in 1969--as distinct from being liberal, middle-of-the-road or conservative. And about two ~f every ten said they were ready to join a
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physical protest of some kind, primarily against u~.s. military policy.
These figures from a study by the American Council on Education are
particularly startling because freshmen were just beginning to be
radicalized in those days.
·
There were other than political dissatisfactions involved in that
period of campus unrest; there was a base of generalized spiritual discontent.
But the protest crystallized mainly around the issue of the U.S. involvement
in Vietnam. That issue lent itself naturally to radical political ideology
and Third-l~orldism; and to relevant attacks on Israel a£ "colonial-settler,"
as ally of the U.S., and as part of the forces of western imperialism.
~any Jewish youth.who joined and led that general stream of radicalized
thought remained in it. But there rather quickly developed a Jewish radical
movement, as distinct from a radicalism which happened to involve Jews.
There were several factors involved in this Jewish radical counter-movement.
There was the general "ethnic renaissance" in the country. This renaissance
was partly an adjunct of the "black is beautiful" mode of the Black Revolution,
itself more political than ethnic; but it was also partly a function of the
"spiritual unrest," the search for personal identity, among the youth. For
many Jews, the resource, the identity, the "roots" were close at hand in
some version of their ancestral tradition.

But the precipitating factor for the Jewish student counter-movement
was the anti-Israel bias of the general radical student movement of the time.
It is significant, to any assessment of American Jewish attitudes towards
Israel, to note that a substantial seament of the most radicalized Jewish
youth left the student radical movement because they were repelled by its
threatening rejection of Israel as a Jewish state.
These were Jewish youth, to typologize them, who tended to be revolutionary, deeply c~itical of the American society, thoroughly anti-establishment,
and committed to most of the goals of the admittedly wide-ranging "ne1-<1 left."
But they parted company primarily on the matter of Israel--with implications
for Jewish identity in general. In the preface to a book of articles
collected by two leaders of this Jewish departure, James Sleeper and Alan
Mintz (The New Jews, Vintage Book, 1971), they wrote:
Many of the young Jews whose activities and interests are
represented in this book are dissatisfied with the ideological
and ahistorical ethos of much of recent American student radicalism.
For some of us Jewish life contributes important additional
arenas and dimensions to the expressions of our radical commitments ...
One of these young Jews (Gabriel En de) referred typically to "the antiJevJish backlash of the NevJ Left," and asked: "HovJ many times have committed
Jews joined with others in Vietnam and student power rallies, only to have
their erstwhile companions stab them in the back with boorish anti-Israel
remarks on the i·,1orrow?'' Another (r~'1ichael Rosenberg) wrote: "There is
nothing for us to apologize about. What is called for is unabashed pride.
The accomplishments of Zionism are singular and can well serve as a model
for every oppressed and. dol'mtrodden people."
Sleeper cautioned that his defense of the legitimacy of a Jewish state
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Should not be interpreted as a blanket defense of statehood. Self-denial
on the chauvinistic level may be a part of what Judaism is all about ....
to view the state Jewishly ought to mean that we submit it to a severe
critique ... But are we to accept as well the stereotypes which portray
Israel as 'an outpost of Western imperialism,' as a haven for 'Arab-hatino
aggressors'?
11

11

-

Accompanying this Jewish radical thrust, as it defended its island of
Jewish identity in the general radical stream, was an attack on the Jewish
establishment for its lack of Jewish identity and loss of Jewish values.
Jewish radical students Sat in at Jewish vlelfare Foundations across the
country, calling for more funding for Jewish education; more institutional
commitment to social justice and peace; more communal democracy, less of
the dead hand of the rich. In fact, this Jewish radical reaction to the
Universalism gone wild of the New Left, did intensify Je~tJish educational
trends in America, and directly produced an unprecedented generation of
Jewish teachers and scholars in American academia.
11

11

11

11

But it was also germane to this Jewish radical thrust that it be
markedly pacific in its approach to fljiddle East politics, relatively open
to the aspirations of Palestinian Arabs (while committed to the Jewish
state), and openly critical of oppressive or bellicose tendencies by the
Israeli government.
·
11

11

The organization Breira was created in 1973 by a number of radical
Jews such as Alan Mintz, as a congeries of all these impulses. The new
organization described itself as a project of concern in Diaspora-Israeli
relations ... to strengthen and revitalize American Jewish life and to seek a
mutually productive relationship v.;ith the State of Israel.'' Its premise was
that there needed to be more democracy and more dissent in the American
Jewish community:
The cost of silence would be greater than the
potential hazards of open discussion.
11

11
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But the chief focus of that 0pen discussion, for Breira, quickly
became Israeli foreign policy, and especially the Palestinian Arab
question.'' The formal positions of Breira typically called for the Israeli
government to be more flexible" in its approach to Arab-Israeli relations;
to stop Jewish settlements on the West Bank; to ''recognize the right of
Palestinians to a home of their own in peace alongside Israel''; to negotiate
with the Palestinians towards that end, and even to negotiate with the
PLO if the PLO would accept the legitimacy of Israel.
11

11

11
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Noam Chomsky, a radical JevJ but not a Je~tJish radical, said:
f1y disagreement with Breira relates to their commitment to the notion of a Jewish
state ... on this matter, then, my feeling is that Breira is not committed to
principles of democracy and human and civil rights that I believe to b~ of
universal applicability and profound importance.~~
11

Breira, in 1977, was said to have about fifteen thousand members. But
its significance for the subject at hand far exceeded its numbers .. It was
not just that Breira precipitated the debate on dissent in the Jewish
community. Its genesis and natur·e revealed the strong connection betv.;een
American Jewish attitudes towards Israel, and attitudes towards Jewish
identity in general.
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Many in the American Jewish community simply equated the radical Jew
with the Jewish radical, and Breira with the new left in general. As a
raw judgement, that was mistaken. The premise of the legitimacy and desirability of the Jewish State, with all its implications for Jewish identity,
officially marked Breira and not the generic New Left, and that was a
qualitative and definitive differential.
Other Jewish observers noted the difference, but found the basic
radical stream in the Jewish radical still disquieting enough. Even giving
Breira honest Zionist intentions, these critics found its anti-American
tendency incompatible with democratic values and with Israeli security.
Beyond that-fundamental concern, critics found the Breira propositions on
Israeli foreign policy to be just naive, foolish and dangerous. According
to that line of criticism, Breira's pacifist inclinations embraced the
kind of appeasement which would boomerang, e.g.: an ''independent Palestinian
state" vmuld inevitably be irridentist and a danger to peace in the ~1iddle
East; because of its nature, connections and history, the rehabilitation of
the PLO would require more than a simple declaration of peace; unilateral
Israeli concessions would strengthen the extremists rather than moderation.
And even giving Breira honest Zionist intentions, a large number of
critics vJere concerned about the mi s 1eadi ng effect of Brei ra' s "foo 1 ish"
propositions on the American public and government--a subject which requires
further examination below.
However, there were also those who questioned the honesty of Breira's
Zionist intentions, and of its co~mitment to the concept of the Jewish state.
The most heated discussion in Jewish circles took place around charges that
Breira had been created, taken over, or at least influentially infiltrated
by radical J&ws who were not Jewish radicals. The apparent foolishness
of Breira, according to these severest critics, was really sophisticated
subversion. Such sophisticated subversion is not unknown, indeed is notably
featured, in the radical tradition.
There is no need here to replicate that heated debate, and such matters
are difficult to untangle at best. But partly because it was finally beset
by the tensions of different internal approaches to Zionismand the Jev.Jish
State, Breira effectively went out of business in the late 1970s.
In 1979, a number of self-styled "progressive JevJs" met in ~lew York
to establish another major organization of dissent called New Jewish Agenda.
About 700 people came to its first conference in 1980. The "Conference
Unity Statement" v~as some\vhat reminiscent of the JevJish radical tradition:
We believe that the Jewish experience and teachings can address
the social, economic and political issues of our time. Our
Jewish conviction requires that we give serious and consistent
attention to the Jewish mandate of tikun olam, the repair and
moral improvement of our v1orld ... (and) ... -we are committed to
JevJish survival. Jev;s must have the rights to \vhich every people
are entitled: political independence and ·self-determination in
Israel and full civil rights and cultural autonomy everywhere
that Jews live.
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New Jewish Agenda was, at its outset, very circumsp~ct about its approach
to Israeli foreign policy. Its summer nev1sletter said: "A. position on the
Middle East conflict will await the serious application of Jewish values
and historic experience." It also said that "unlike Breira which focused
on the Middle East conflict, Agenda is a multi-issue organization which
intends to address a range of issues of concern to American Jews ranging
from v1omen'sjmen's/family issues to economic and social equity."
Breira had begun with the intention of being a multi-issue organization,
and then came to focus on Israeli foreign policy. Local manifestations of
New Jewish Agenda have already begun to move towards that focus; and the
same tensions that beset Breira on this score seem to be present.Perhaps, indeed, the role of radicalized Jewish youth in catalyzing some
of the issues will not be duplicated in this generation. Replicating the
1969 Jewish freshman study, the Higher Education Research Institute found
that, while about nine per cent of the Jewish freshmen in 1969 designated
themselves as "left-wing," only tvJo per cent did so in 1930. In 1969,
forty-six per cent of the freshmen called ther.1selves "liberal," as compared
with thirty-two per cent in 1980. There was a drastic shift towards
"middle-of-the-road" and "conservative."
"t,1aximal ism" in the U.S.
There has been demonstrable support among some American Jews for the
positions of the Land of Israel movement and Gush Emunim in Israel. There
have been organizational counterparts in America, and the ranks of Gush
Emunim in Israel have been swollen by American Jewish recruits. And there
has been maximalist criticism of Israeli foreign policy from America.
Criticism of Israel's negotiating stance was expressed, for example,
by Rael Jean and Erich Isaac in these words:
In the aftermath of the 1967 war the bankruptcy of Israel's
political thinking became evident and yet the perspectives
remained unaltered, with consequences whose danger became
manifest only after the 1973 war. Without belief in the
legitimacy of her title to the territories she had taken, although
these included the core area of the historic Land of Israel and
had been won in a v1ar of survival ... Israel's solution was to treat
the territories as commodities exchangeable for peace.
(Judaism, Spring 1977)
The organization, "Americans for a Safe Israel," with which the
Isaacs v1ere primarily identified, was based on an ideological nationalism,
shading into the pragmatic belief that there could never be productive
negotiations with the Arabs that would advance Israel's security.
It was from this quarter that some of the sharpest explicit cri~icism
came with respect to Breira.
However, both Breira and its descendants, and critics such as the
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Isaacs, have expressed dissatisfaction with the American Jewish establishment.
"Dovish" critics of Israeli foreign policy complain that the Jevhsh Pstablishment is stifling the expression of American Jewish opinion--specifically
dissent·from the establishment position on Israeli foreign policy. ''HavJkish"
critics of Israeli foreign policy complain that the Jewish intellectual and
organizational establishment is too enmeshed in a futile "pragmatic"
approach, and has too blindly followed the pragmatic turns of Israeli foreign
policy. The Isaacs, for example, applauded the editor of Commentarv for not
sharing the "naivete" of most Jewish ir.tellectuals, but then attacked him,
v'lriting that '~by dismissing the 'small strident minority' in Israel that
wishes to keep the territories, he implicitly endorses the same old
'territories for peace' formula."
To determine the extent to which the American Jewish organizational and
intellectual establishment really reflects mainstream American Jewish opinion
on Israeli foreign policy, it is necessary to make some assessment of what
the mainstream opinion is, in fact.

AMERICAN JEV\TISH ATTITUDES ON ISRAELI FOREIGN POLICY
There has not been much mystery about the patterns of rank-and-file
American Jewish opinion on matters related to Israeli foreign policy; the
surveys have all roughly agreed with each other and the latest Yankelovich
poll (July 1981) is representative.
On the issue that is key to much of the high ideological debate--the
importance for Israel to continue as a Jewish state--there is no significant
di sagreemen~ among American Jews. About ninety-three per cent of /J.JToeri can
Jewry says that the JevJish state, as such, is important, and about five
per cent say that it is not.
On most other issues, the overwhelming majority of American Jewry seem
to base themselves on considerations of Israeli security, rather than on
ideology. In a 1980 regional survey of Jewish Federation contributors, about
two-thirds of the Jews expressed the belief that Israel should give up as
much of the West Bank (excluding Jerusalem) as it does not need for
security. That has been a standard finding.
Motivated by pragmatic concerns about Israeli security, American Jews
are almost unanimously opposed to "an independent Palestinian state."
Answering a broad Yankelovich question, only seventeen per cent thought
that Israeli attitudes towards a Palestinian state on the West Bank were
"unreasonable." And in a Gallup Survey of Jel·vish opinion, published in
Newsweek in September 1981, only nine per cent favored an independent
Palestinian state. About twenty-nine per cent favored full Israeli sovereignty
over the West Bank. About thirty-two per cent were willing to give civil
control to the Palestinian Arabs, while Israel maintained military control;
and fourteen per cent would have liked to make it a demilitarized zone
and turn it over to Jordan.
By the same token, Gallup found a pragmatic approach to the PLO, about
seven our of ten American Jews believing that Israel should talk to the PLO
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if the PLO recognizes Israel's right to exist.
However, most of those
Jews do not want Israel to make any unilateral moves on that score; fewer
than three out of ten feel Israel is doing the wrong thing in refusing to
negotiate with the PLO.
11

11

However, while American Jews do not manifest any significant dissent
from Israeli foreign policy on issues of strategy, they are not so
prevalently uncritical on tactical issues. In the regional survey, almost
tvm-thirds agreed that- by allovJing more Je~vish settlements on the vJest
Bank, the Is~aeli government is making it almost impossible to get a peace
settlement.'' Almost half- of those Jews did not believe that Israel was
making too many concessions and, in the Gallup survey, about three out of
ten Jews believed that the United States should bring more pressure to bear
on Israel to compromise to achieve peace.
11

Beneath a sweeping consensus on a pragmatic resistance to appeasement,
there is a substantial dissent among American Jews about a number of tactical
actionsby the Israeli government. There is something more--not so much a
criticism of specific actions as a substantial mood of uneasiness that Israel
has not always been as forthcoming as it could have been in the pursuit of
peace. This tactical criticism and mood of uneasiness among a substantial
number of mainstream Jewish Americans has accelerated during the past five
years, the years of Menachim Begin's administration. Delegations of American
Jewish mainstream organizations have gone to Begin to express thi! uneasiness,
about a specific settlement, for example, or about his rhetoric. These
delegations have been mirrored by collections of American Jewish leaders
and intellectuals who have sent messages of support to the Peace Now
movement in Israel.
11
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In the Gallup Poll' which NevJsweek headed Jewish r1isgivings J\bout
Begin,'' little more than half of the Jews rated Begin's efforts for peace
either excellent or good. Half again as many American Jews rated Sadat's
efforts in these categories as excellent or good. Such uneasiness deserves
a little more examination. Given the fact that American Jews do not seem
to differ \vith Begin on the strategic acts which his government has taken-vJi th respect, for example, to the t~est Bank and the PLO--the uneasiness is
initially a little puzzling.
11

There is a possible clue in the Gallup finding that over half of the
American Jews believe that Begin's policies are hurting support for Israel
in the United States.
However, other findings in the same survey do not
seem to be consistent with that critical uneasiness--nor, indeed, -with the
headline used by Newsweek. Only eleven per cent of these same Jews said
that they were less sympathetic to Israel than they had been before Begin's
government had taken over, five years before. About half said they were
more sympathetic. By the same token, only about three per cent said that
they had decreased their financial support for Israel since Begin's
assumption of power.
11
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One possibility is that these Jews are not primarily uneasy about the
substance of given Israeli actions in themselves; but are primarily concerned
because they think those actions have done harm to Israel's image and support
in the United States. In other words, while the Jews did not themselves
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become less sympathetic, they believed that other

Americ~ns

had.

If that is the case, there may be some miscalculation on the part of
those American JevJs. American public opinion has not eroded in the past five
years. It is axiomatic that the American public can-disapprove of Israeli
foreign policy on many specific counts and still maintain their level of
basic support, if convinced that Israel's security is important for American
national interest. For example, in the Yankelovich survey, non-Jewish
Americans are split on the question of whether Israel treats the Arabs
well, and on the question of whether Israel is right or wrong in refusing
to negotiate with the PLO--but still favor the Israelis over the Arabs by
a fourteen-to-one margin; and favored continued military aid to Israel,
despite the cost, by better than a two-to-one margin.
But there is another possible explanation for the uneasiness of some
American Jews. The vast majority of American Jews--by at least a three-toone margin, according to the various survey figures--are committed to
pragmatic rather than ideological solutions to most of the key problems,
such as the disposition of the \~est Bank. The security of Israel is their
only test. About half of them, in fact, believe that the West Bank may
always be necessary for Israel's security, but they are open to strategic
alternatives for Israel's security. Indeed, many of them believe that
an ideological (maximalist) commitment to the West Bank could obstruct peace
and security for Israel.
However, many American Jews are concerned that Begin does have a
maximalist ideological stance towards these issues. In fact, the Israeli
government under Begin has not adopted such a doctrine. Nor has the Israeli
government under Begin committed definitive acts to establish such a
doctrine. Even the new settlements in Judea and Samaria have been placed
there with the public rationale that they are needed militarily--the Labor
government had placed many more for that reason--or to establish the principle
that Jews have a right to live there, even if it becomes Arab territory.
The Begin government's "autonomy plan" vJas proposed ostensibly as a means
of developing civil leadership in the West Bank, preparatory to further discussions about the ultimate disposition of that area. In that sense,
American Jewry does not disagree with the principles of the Begin autonomy
proposals. Further, the Begin government has not been remarkably inflexible
or "expansionist" in its foreign policy behavior. Begin \'las attacked by
the Labor Party and others for giving away the huge Sinai territory,
with its oil, too quickly, too completely and without enough~ pro~
--although it must be noted that Sinai was never part of the Land of Israel.
However, his autonomy plan has also been attacked by some as an inevitable
preface to the emergence of an independent Arab state on the West Bank.
Nevertheless, Begin comes from a maximalist ideological tradition, and
he is seen as making ambiguous statements about the ultimate disposition
of the West Bank. Among many American Jews, there is, it must be said, a
certain lingering distrust of Begin's ultimate intentions, not fully
supported by his actions so far--and a sense that their pragmatic approach
does not mesh with his ideological approach. That may be another source
of the uneasiness many Jews express about Begin, even when they do not
disagree with his basic foreign policy behavior.
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In sum, the pattern of American Jewish opinion on Israeli foreign policy
fallsOi:ltthis way: 1) They are ideologically committed to the maintenance
of Israel as a Jewish state (and to Israeli sovereignty over Jerusalem);
2) On all other matters, their approach is pragmatic, centering around
alternatives for the security of Israel; 3) They are largely committed to
the strategy of non-appeasement, on security grounds; 4) They are substantially divided on a number of tactical actions (e.g., some new settlements) and on some Israeli rhetoric; and many are uneasy about Begin S
real ideological intentions.
1

11

11

To put it in another context, the nature of American Jewish consensus
has to do with those issues which are most directly related to American
governmental action.
The consensus is strongly against appeasement, which is operationally
defined as giving concessions to the Arabs without getting very strong
commensurate guarantees of Israeli security. Within that framework, there
is American Jewish consensus that neither Israel nor the U.S. should help
launch a PLO-dominated Palestinian State on the \>Jest Bank; that, indeed
neither Israel nor the U.S. should help establish a West Bank state without
recognition of Israel and other strong guarantees of security; and that the
U.S. should not attempt to appease Arab nations by security-threatening
military sales, or by diminishing support to Israel.
11

11

Those are all matters which relate to Israeli foreign policy, but also
relate directly to American policy on the Middle East. Both Jewish organizational, establishment positions and rank-and-file Je~'lish opinion differ
from minimalist positions on these matters.
11

11
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There is another area of American Jewish consensus, implicit in the
above, which coincides with official Israeli foreign policy, but about which
the American Jewish community has evidenced some uneasiness: all of the
above matters are subject to negotiation, as long as the conditions are
fully met. And most American Jews, for reasons described below, are prone to
let Israel decide vJhen those conditions are fully met, as long as they
are convinced that Israel is pragmatically interested in negotiation.
Both JevJish organizational, establ ishment positions and rank-and-file
Jewish opinion differ from maximalist positions on this score.
11

11
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THE EXPRESSION OF DIFFERENCES
Conversely, the nature of American Jewish dissent tends towards that
Israeli behavior which has least implications for American governmental
action. Thus when some American Jews are critical, say, about the placement
of some settlements in the West Bank, most of them do not think that it should
affect basic issues of American government support, or-sasic issues of
appeasement.
They are concerned, variously, about whether such a perceived tactical
error willharm Israel s public relations in America; or whether the tactical
error does damage to the moral fiber and integrity of Israel itself; or
1
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whether the tactical error is a signal that some maximalist ideology is
lurking in the background, even though the action was taken in the name
of strategy.
There are substantial differences and criticisms of Israel among
American Jewson that level . The question is how those differences--not
to mention the minority dissent from the consensus--should be discussed \vithin
the American Jewish community--to what end, and with what hazards?
American Jewish Opinion: Effects on Israel
The appropriate question is not, of course, whether American Jews
have some abstract right to express themselves; of course they do. The
question is whether they have a right to express themselves to the Israeli
government as though they had some special standing with that government.
The longstanding, and largely fruitless, debate on that subject results in
a "yes" and a "no." The "yes" is that Israel considers itself a homeland
for a 11 Jev.Js, and an actor in the v.;orl d on beha 1f of a 11 Jev.Js. The "yes"
is also, perhaps, that American Jews are important supporters of Israel.
The "no" is that American Jews are simply not i·n Israel. Yankelovich
found that American Jews believed, by a 10 to 1 margin, that American Jews
feel closer to the United States than to Israel, v.Jith about a fifth of the
respondents hedging. That doesn't mean that American Jews don't believe
that Israel's security is essential to them; and indeed there is close to
a split when American Jews are asked the ineffable: where they would side
if the U.S. and Israel ever broke off relations. But it does mean the
obvious: American JevJs are somevvhat disqualified because they do not
arrive at their judgements out of Israeli experience. And that is why
American Jews are inclined to let Israelis decide when negotiating conditions for Israeli security are met.
Thus, Rabbi Henry Siegman (Davar, September 19, 1975) typically
asked: "Isn't an American who imagines he understands the situation
better than the Israelis--whose very lives are on the line--guilty of
a very special hubris?" But he then v1ent on to say that "people deeply
involved in the stresses of military and political conflict are not
necessarily the most objective and reliable judges of their own situation."
For that reason, he believed that there was an obligation for American
Jews, out of their special concern, to let Israelis know what they think.
That may be so. However, the obligation of the Israeli government to
listen is naturally limited. In fact, Israeli governments have occasionally
modified tactical behavior when advised to do so in the name of public
relations by American Jews. But by and large the Israeli government tends
to pay much less attention to American Jewry's opinions on foreign affairs,
than does the American government, as is undoubtedly proper.
American Jewish Opinion: Effects on America
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There are tv.;o "lav-;s" that apply. The first is the "Law of r'!arginal
Pov;er" in matters of this kind: "As a political force, the Je~·;s
will be able to exert influence over American foreign policy to the extent
that their influence is wielded in the direction of what American public
officialdom already considers the best interests of the United States."
Jev~ish

Prevailing American Jev;ish opinion has '\;on" and has "lost" in viashington, in situations in which the exertions of Jewish political energy has
been about the same. The difference has been the perception of American
national interests by the policy-makers. The first sale of F-15s to Saudi
Arabia was met by as great opposition from the American Jewish community,
by as large a flood of telegrams, by as much personal intervention, as has
been mustered since. But that sale went through--and indeed, there was indication that it was not as close as the Congressional vote indicated; some
Congressmen would have voted for the sale if they thought it was in jeopardy.
But a similar "fi restorm" of Jewish protest about a So viet-American communi que
on the Middle East was followed by an American government reversal, because
the communique was generally seen as against American national interest.
However, there is marginal power in Jewish political activity. In
those situations where some policy-makers find the question of "American
national interest" something of a toss-up, the urgency of their Jevvish
constituents has probably tipped the balance. There have been such
situations, importantly. The discussion of the initial AWACS sale to
Saudi Arabia was probably one of them.
Also applicable in matters of this kind is the ''Off the Hook lav~:
"vlhen a constituent group exhibits the appearance of dissent on an issue,
even by a minority of that constituent group, elected officials typically
consider themselves 'off the hook' v1ith respect to that issue."
11

That was a lesson presumably learned by the American Jewish community
in the 1930s when it reqistered a few notable failures politically, at least
one of them tragic: the-matter of refugees. To one government conference
on refugees, many different Jewish organizations came separately, with
separate memoranda.
Because of these two laws--the importance of the marginal Jewish
political influence, and the practical efficacy of unity--great trepidation
has been expressed within the Jewish community about the practical effects
of expressed dissent.
The Debate About Dissent
There has been acrimonious debate about how and whether differences among
American Jews on Israeli foreign policy should be expressed. In that
connection, it is useful to ask why "r:linirnalist" critics of Israeli foreign
policy, such as Breira, have caused more consternation in American Jewish
circles than have "maximalist" critics of Israeli foreign policy, such as
Americans for a Safe Israel--since the bulk of American Jews agree with
neither.
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Part of the answer lies in the concern of those who see minimalist
criticism of Israel as ideological criticism of the concept of the Jewish
state, and therefore of Jewish communal 1dentity in general--which sometimes
it is and sometimes it is not. Breira, after all, was perceived more as an
indigenous product of American Jewish youth; Americans for a Safe Israel
was perceived more as an extension of the Israeli establishment.
However, the distinction between the two phenomena is also made on
more pragmatic grounds, by the predominantly pragmatic American Jewish
public. Americans for a Safe Israel did address itself largely to the
Israeli government; and to A~erican Jewry in terms of the Israeli scene.
In keeping with their more indigenous origins, Breira and its like, intentionally or not, appeared to address themselves more heavily to the
American government and its policies towards Israel. As Rael Jean Isaac
put it, "vJe do not appea 1 to the American government to put pressure on
Israel ... "
American Jews are in a triple dilemma on that score. In the first
place, they are American citizens, not Israeli citizens, and the natural
object of their sentiments is Ar.1erican foreign policy affecting Israel,
rather than Israeli foreign policy itself.
Second, there is the matter of "Imbalanced Consequences," with respect
to criticism of Israel: the practical implications of American foreign policy
may, in any case, outv1ei gh their substance. After a 11 , the cri t i ca 1 elements
of American foreign policy in this regard, have to do with American financial,
military and diplomatic aid to Israel, and over-appeasement of the Arab
nations. Most American Jews, according to the universal findings, do not
think that such eventualities vJOuld fit the crime, in the cases that they
have been critical of Israeli policy. For example, Yankelovich found that
only two p~r cent of American Jews would want to cut back American military
aid to Israel, although many more are critical ·of one aspect or another of
Is rae 1i pol icy.
11

11

In other words, most American Jews really want their criticism to be
addressed to the Israeli government, and not to be reflected in any political
reactions on the American scene. How, then, are American Jews able to express
themselves to Israel, without being heard and possibly misunderstood in
America? That is the third dile~ma, and a difficult one because of the
open ~tate of the media and communications in both Israel and America, and
between them. As a matter of fact, the dilemma extends to internal debate
within the American Jewish community.
Implications for the American Jewish Community
The other prong of that dilemma, of course, is how to maintain a healthy
and thinking community without such internal debates. Abba Eban recently restated (Jerusalem Post, August 9-15, 1981) the argument for the duty to
oppose, 1vithin the context of the Israeli nation itself, but in v1ords that
have reverberations for the American Jewish ·community, internally:
11

11
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The subject of silencing dissent is usually mentioned in reaction to
'times of crisis.' The truth is that crisis is the most excellent
reason for an opposition to be seen and heard. It is in moments of
turmoil that the opposition represents the legitimacy of the public
interest more acutely than does the government ... \Aihile the cri)tics
of the Indochina war were accused of being wrong, no American in his
senses sought to deny the legitimacy of their dissent, or made asinine
appeals for silence in order to give a mendacious impression of
unanimity. Governments understand that if they authorize dangerous
enterprises, they will have to fight hard on their domestic front
and accept the limitations which the domestic contest imposes on
their diplomacy and strategy. The fact that American opinion had
shown freedom of dissent did not save--or doom--Vietnam, but it may
have hel ed to save America as a free society with an unexhausted
international role.
Emphasis ours
Now, the distinction between Israeli dissent in Israel and American
JevJish dissent on Israel~ America, must qualify the Eban proposition,
for reasons indicated, but does not obliterate it.
The health of the American Jewish community itself is involved, and
ultimately, its effectiveness, even on behalf of Israel. As the Rule of
Marginal Effect suggests, the direct political effect of the Jewis~ community
on American foreign policy--by voter power or political-involvement power,
both of which are somewhat diminishing--is severely limited by the ideational
context of the issue. Perhaps the most important influence of American
Jewry is its ability to intellectually clarify the context of the t1iddle
East issue in terms of American national interest. American support of
Israel is naturally and powerfully set within that context, when fully understood.
A thoughtless, mechanically reactive JevJish community, on any Jewish
subject, is not only going to be a weak community internally--but it will
ultimately be an ineffective community with respect to its agenda, including
its concern for American support of Israel. Critical debates must therefore
take place within the American Jewish community, on that account.
There is also the matter of relationship between Israel and American
Jev1ry. If American JevJry's discussion of Israel's foreign policy is limited
to those areas which have some implications for American governmental action-now largely the case--then the other intellectual/political/cultural aspects
of Israeli debate on foreign policy will have no counterpart among American
Jev1ry. That ~vill certainly mean an ever-growing intellectual/po)itical/
cultural gap between Israel and American Jewry which no amount of tourism
will repair.
Furthermore, because of the special and practical relationship between
Israel and the American Jewish community, it would be unhealthy--and perhaps
dangerous--for Israeli officialdom not to know the state of American Jewish
opinion on Israeli foreign policy. They should know the consensus, including
the pragmatic and non-ideological Ar,1erican Jewish approach to Judea and
Samaria. They should know the differences that exist on certain tactical
actions, and they should know about the uneasiness.
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Dealing With the Risks: Policy Recommendati6ns
However, as this discussion takes place within the American Jewish
community, and as some of the results are relayed to Israel, there is the
real danger that two fatal phenomena will occur on the American scene:
first, the diminution of American Jewish political effect because of the
0ff the Hook phenomenon; and second, the "Imbalanced Consequences
phenomenon, whereby the criticism will be translated into the kinds of
withdrawal of American support which far outweighs the substance of the
criticism.
11
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There are, then, risks all around, with suppression and with open
expression of differences. There seems to be only one strategic approach
which will, with delicacy, serve the needs. On the one hand, discussion and
debate about differences should not be impeded, although there is no reason
why the Jewish community should be tolerant of dissent which is not based
on full and genuine ~cceptance of the concept of the JevJish state.
11
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Indeed, discussion and debate about Israeli foreign policy--and surely,
other aspects of Israeli society--including criticism, should be encouraged
and systematized. Currently, there is no institutionalized way of doing
this within the organized Jewish community. In short, there is no mainstream agency in most local Jewish communities, with a mandate to further
such discussion in a systematic and responsible way. Therefore, given the
sense of risks, it is not being done at all.
In fact, there is a general gap in the American Jewish institutional
establishment. There is no place in that national establishment wherein
lies a prima~y responsibility for systematically building cultural and
ideational bridges between Israel and the American Jewish community. Indeed,
almost every Jev;ish institution in this country has that responsibility on
its agenda. But, as every bureaucrat knows, vJhen everyone has the responsibility, no one has the responsibility. Each Jewish institution pays
some attention to this responsibility only within the context and limitations
of its own larger agenda and institutional needs.
In that way, some good things are done--visits, dialogues, exhibits,
some educational activity--but no one really worries about the overall
quality of the American Jewish understanding of Israel. If there were such
an agency, it would have to be interested in exposing internal Israeli controversies to the American Jewish public in some systematic way--through
programs, through the American Jewish press. The agenda of such an agency
would include the stimulation of more coverage and discussion-in-depth
throughout the Jewish community--as distinguished from sensational news
treatment--about controversies on Israeli religious life, social problems
and foreign policy as well as general cultural matters. Only if American
Jews discuss the same issues that are in reality occupying the Israeli consciousness will we be able to understand that society as it develops, and
remain engaged with it.
Such discussicin, debate and dissent, if and when they occur, should
always be placed deliberately and insistently within the framework of the
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actual JevJi.sh consensus on foreign policy, so that the possibility of
misunderstanding will be reduced.
As reported above, that overwhelming consensus of American Jewish
opinion holds that IsraeTls a JevJish state (and must retain Jerusalem as
its capital); that the security of Israel must never be compromised; that
the practical emphasis in any peace formula must be on the security of
Israel rather than on the appeasement of the Arab nations; that any
negotiation with the PLO should be rigidly restricted by that formula; that
the establishment of any further Palestinian entity should be rigidly
restricted by that formula.
The overwhelming consensus of American Jewish op1n1on, as reported
above, also holds that none of.the criticism of Israeli policy which
does exist bears any relationship to basic American policy of supporting
Israel fully or resisting Arab appeasement.
It is a further article of belief that this basic consensus, a firm
vessel within which other differences swirl, represents a profound historical
concordance between Jewish commitment and American national interest--just
as there is a profound historical concordance also between Jewish commitment
and the nature of American democratic pluralism.
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